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OBJECTIVES

ABILITIES
The content area of ¿¿this material is essentially related to one of the most important aspects of cultural tourism, as is
the archaeological tourism. As a result, the student must acquire skills related to archaeological science, which allow
them to understand the relevance of the issues related to this resource. Additionally, you must acquire skills related to
programming archaeological itineraries and tourist use.
At the same time, analytical instruments related to the execution of judgments and the recognition of the social and
ethical responsibilities linked to the application of their knowledge and judgments are offered.
competences related to the transmission capacity of expert knowledge to a non-specialized public are also valued and
reasoned confrontation with specialists who generate knowledge.
expert knowledge about the archaeological heritage and its relevance in the global context and promoting ways to
promote the growth of national, regional and local archaeological and natural tourism.
Students analyze and interpret the key territorial balance and development of marginalized areas by exploiting their
natural and archaeological resources, paying special attention to relations compromise and balance between
economic exploitation and preservation of heritage. Transmission capacity that sensitivity to specific agents
archaeological and natural tourism.
It also has jurisdiction in this matter acquiring a working methodology from the field work to interpretation and
publication of the results in the field of management of cultural tourism resources.
Decisiveness in planning of tourist areas.
Assess adequate resources to foster a space or a certain cultural property.
Analyze conservation status and quality of natural and archaeological assets linked to cultural tourism.

RESULT OF LEARNING

This matter will provide students with the necessary knowledge to value the resources of a territory from the
perspective of cultural tourism. Finalized their studies, they should be trained for territorial recognition of a space,
detect its cultural tourism potential, and design tools location, planning, management, communication and
dissemination of their resources through bid proposals from different cultural tourism products and as complementary
services and leisure activities

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS: PROGRAMME

PROGRAMME
1. What is Interpretation? The principles of F. Tilden
2. Nature and Archaeology. historic landscape construction: resource exploitation, habitat and necropolis.
3. The circumstances of the survival of the archaeological remains
4. Conservation and destruction of the landscape and archaeological sites
5. Who owns the past? Archaeology in the construction of national identities. archaeological collections in major
museums and the issue of the return of archaeological heritage. Alternative projects: musealization deposits and
three-dimensional reproduction
6. The archaeological interpretation and its popular diffusion. Museums and interpretation centers: meaning and
typology of the main centers of interpretation. The education departments in museums and interpretive centers.
Workshops and educational activities.
7. Design of teaching guides and itineraries: audiences. Design tutorials. Design of educational tours. Proposals for
educational projects. Teaching materials and resources.
8. Major destinations of archaeological and natural tourism. Its historical and cultural importance and
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economic value derived. archaeological itineraries in Spain.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND METHODOLOGY

TRAINING ACTIVITIES

lecture

Practical classes

tutorials

Individual student work

ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

I. ATTENDANCE AND PARTICIPATION IN CLASS (25% final grade)
Attendance in most classes is considered one of the minimum requirements to pass the module. In addition, during the
theoretical classes a series of specific discussions will be proposed (based on specific documents or topics and on the
recommended readings). The participation of the students in these discussions developed in class will also be
evaluated for the final grade for the course. An essential aspect of this item is the tutorials. These tutorials are
essential for the development and orientation of the works. They will also be evaluated within this item of the
evaluation criteria.

II. PROPOSAL FOR THE FINAL PAPER (15% final grade)
This activity consists of the drafting of a preliminary proposal for the completion of the final paper. This proposal must
have a minimum of 1,000 words and must include a selection of the specific case or example on which the student will
guide their final work - The proposal must include a brief explanation of each of the points detailed in section III FINAL
WORK (see below) - as well as include a preliminary bibliography.
Both the proposal and the final work will be uploaded in Word or pdf format to the corresponding section on the
module's global classroom website.

III. FINAL PAPER: PROJECT TO CREATE AN INTERPRETATION CENTER (60% final grade)
This activity consists of the writing of a totally original project, as a final work, for the creation of an interpretation
center of a theme, natural space, region, site, area or archaeological route chosen by the student. Said proposal will
have a minimum of 5,000 words.
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% end-of-term-examination: 0

% of continuous assessment (assigments, laboratory, practicals…): 100
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